THE DEI TOOLKIT
Ready to customise & deploy your workforce!

WHAT IS THE DEI
TOOLKIT?
The DEI Toolkit is a 12 module Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
program that is pre-built and ready for your customisation
and deployment. It focuses on the role of the individual in
creating and sustaining change in the organisation.
It is available for 12, 24 or 36 months.
It consists of two main parts:
A digital component that houses learning, videos,
webinars and activities
A printed journal that allows for personal reflection,
offline learning and activities, resources and feedback
It is a pre-built program that covers the fundamentals of
DEI and easily incorporates your policies, messaging and
branding so that you can get your program into the hands of
your employees quickly & easily.

WHY WAS THE DEI TOOLKIT
CREATED?
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion work is not easy. It is not a single day
workshop - it requires each person to have space and time to work
through their own feelings and journey.
In your organisation, some people are far along their personal journey,
what we would consider a level four or five on the Bloom's Model, but some
still need to do the work to just be open to an idea, a level one.
To be able to serve information and activities that will be applicable to all
levels is hard at scale - so the DEI Toolkit was created to support DEI work
and messaging in organisations by providing content that will speak to most
levels as well as linking that content to your organisation's efforts and
policies in this space.
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Internalising
Behaviour: Adopt belief system or philosophy
Verbs: Internalise, acts, displays, influence, practice,
believe, consistently

Organising
Behaviour: Reconcile disparate elements of
conflict, develop value system
Verbs: Organise, develop, build, relate, prioritise

4.

Valuing
Behaviour: Attach values & express personal opinions
Verbs: Argue, challenge, debate, justify, critique, explains,
forms, proposes, joins, demonstrates

Responding

Bloom's Taxonomy Affective Model

Behaviour: Get involved in or participate actively
Verbs: respond, react, clarify, question, cite, perform,
write, aids, recites, presents, answers

5.

3.

2.

Receiving
Behaviour: Open to experience or idea, willing to hear
Verbs: hear, listen, be open to, ask, focus, attend, take part
in, acknowledge, concentrate, do, feel, follow

1.
Low Order

Cognitive

Affective

Psychomotor

To make the DEI program work, we base our work on the three Domains of Learning:
1. Cognitive: mental skills (eLearning & knowledge checks)
2. Affective: growth in feelings or emotional areas (attitude or self-reflection activities)
3. Psychomotor: manual or physical skills (the physical act of journalling)

WHAT DOES THIS INCLUDE?
Torque has worked with several subject matter experts in the DEI space
and taken our digital Employee Experience to create this solution.
We provide the following framework in each module (ie. per month):

A theme per month (see next page)
Monthly content on the theme including:
Introduction to the theme
Statistics & quotes about the theme
Supporting infographic on the theme
Posters for printing to support the toolkit
Base copy for SMS & email for the theme

WHAT DOES THIS INCLUDE?
An eLearning journey per module with built-in quizzes to ascertain learning
A variety of video scenarios or talks from a subject matter expert
Activities and 'Think About It' to reinforce learning and reflection
A 'How Do I?' section (showcasing your unique policies and procedures)
1 x Poll question to generate feedback for your business
An A5 journal per employee per 12 months

NOTE
The DEI toolkit is ready to deploy, however, we do customise 20% of it - which includes
your policies, branding and leadership videos. We can customise more, and will gladly
scope and quote.

Both the online component and journal follow the 12 module approach, but the program can
be customised for your company.
It is available at 12, 24 and 36 month contract periods. Modules covered are:
1. What is DEI?
2. What is My Part in the Journey?
3. Beliefs, Values & Attitudes
4. Understanding Bias
5. Benefits of Diversity for Myself & the Company
6. Racial & Ethnic Diversity
7. Cultural Diversity
8. Gender Mainstreaming
9. Sexual Diversity
10. Disability Awareness
11. Courageous Conversations - Conflict & Bullying
12. How Can I Drive Sustainable Change?

EVERY MODULE FOCUSES ON MOVING THE EMPLOYEE FROM
THEIR OWN POINT OF REFERENCE TOWARDS ACTION
What do you do to
make a difference?
What change are
you capable of?

BEHAVIOUR

CAPACITIES

External behaviours
\ conscious

Moving from 'me' to 'we'

What's your opinion?
What do you feel?
What do you want
for yourself and
others?
Who are you?

Internal focus
\ unconscious

WHO ARE SOME OF THE
SPEAKERS & CONTRIBUTORS?

Dr Nitasha Ramparsad

Noloyiso Tlali

Anzio Jacobs

Gender Expert

Legal Expert

Sexual Diversity Expert

Bernadette Rigney

Paula Quinsee

Claire Holden

Disability Awareness Expert

Relationship Expert

AI Practitioner & Coach

HOW DOES IT WORK?
IT’S QUITE A SIMPLE PROCESS - WORKING WITH YOU WE:

1.
Select duration and
extras

4.
We brand the digital
assets and journal

1.
Select the digital
deployment
method
Decide
on the
digital
withmethod
your ITwith your
deployment
ITdepartment
department

2.

4.
Brand the online toolkit
Rolloutand
the journal
launch plan
and deliverables

5.

3.
Gather your processes,
messaging and policies for
review & incorporation

6.
Deploy and enjoy!

WHAT OTHER SERVICES CAN BE ADDED?
We also offer the following recommended services:
Measurement of the Inclusion Index every 18 months with Aephoria to measure improvement and ROI
Policy review and incorporation
Policy creation
Train the trainer (dealing with emotions that arise during the process)
Launch campaigns and design as well as extra learning material or customisation
Webinars or workshops with our Subject Matter Experts for key days ie. Disability Awareness day
Facilitated Conversations

SERVICES - FACILITATED CONVERSATIONS
Brene Brown says: "In order to empathise with someone's experience you must be willing to believe them as
they see it and not how you imagine their experience to be."
Our facilitated conversations are designed to create a space for participants to tell their stories and share
their experiences. It is a space to take the information from the online learning modules and the realisations
of the personal journal reflections and to engage with others to grow in understanding of ourselves and
others.
The easiest way for people from different walks of life to connect is for them to share their experiences,
hardships, and successes. Conversations humanise us. When we can empathise with someone’s situation,
we’re able to connect on a much deeper level.
The conversations are designed to be a safe, non-judgmental, inclusive space where everyone is given the
opportunity to ask questions and contribute as they seek to learn, share and grow in relationship and
understanding.

WHAT DOES
IT COST?

Our pricing works on a sliding scale depending
on the size of your workforce and is quoted
per employee per 12 month period and covers
their access to the online toolkit and a
physical journal per person.
We can also provide the solution as #datafree
and with SMS and email costs, if you would like
us to handle that too.

FULLY CUSTOMISED TOOLKIT
Includes customised learning, journal, content pack as detailed on pages 6 - 8
Number of users

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Less than 500

R3664

R5531

R7408

500 - 1000

R1241

R1897

R2563

1001 - 5000

R393

R625

R867

5001 - 9999

R151

R262

R382

10 000+

R121

R216

R322

*All prices exclude VAT

NON-BRANDED TOOLKIT
Learning and journal only - not branded, all hosted on Be a Better Human

Number of users

Year 1

Facilitated Conversations
*R5000

10 - 500

R1100

501 - 700

R850

*Chat to us for a bulk option

Individual journal
R150

701 - 1000

R600

1000+

R400

*All prices exclude VAT

Journal - more than 500
R100 each

MAKING
DIVERSITY WORK
INCLUSIVELY
FOR EVERYONE

LET'S HAVE A CONVERSATION

Sally Acton

Sanaa Wellman

sally@torque.pro
082 443 4003

sanaa@torque.pro
072 013 4267

